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Abstract

In this paper we describe a novel approach to team formation
based on the value of inter-agent interactions. Specifically, we
propose a model of teamwork that considers outcomes from
chains of interactions between agents. Based on our model,
we devise a number of network metrics to capture the con-
tribution of interactions between agents. This is then used
to learn the value of teamwork from historical team perfor-
mance data. We apply our model to predict team performance
and validate our approach using real-world team performance
data from the 2018 FIFA World Cup. Our model is shown to
better predict the real-world performance of teams by up to
46% compared to models that ignore inter-agent interactions.

1 Introduction

Team Formation (TF) is a fundamental concept that under-
pins many multi-agent systems where heterogeneous agents
with individual properties (e.g., roles, capabilities, costs)
come together to undertake tasks. TF involves the evaluation
of different sets of agents in order to determine how well
they will, individually or collectively, perform their tasks.
By so doing, it is then possible to pick sets of agents that
form the most effective teams. For example, teams of emer-
gency responders are formed based on individual agent’s
abilities to navigate a difficult environment or address threats
(Chalkiadakis and Boutilier 2012). Similarly, in ride-sharing
settings, groups of riders can be efficiently formed to min-
imise travel time and costs (Bistaffa et al. 2017b).1

Existing TF algorithms, such as (Fitzpatrick and Askin
2005), create effective human teams in the workplace us-
ing a mathematical programming formulation and a heuris-
tic solution. Also, in (Scerri et al. 2005) a task allocation al-
gorithm is discussed for extreme teams in disaster response.
The models and algorithms in these papers have shown to
be successful in their domains. However, these models typi-
cally ignore the fact that sets of agents interact in very spe-
cific ways. For example, agents in a team may transfer partly
finished products to each other along a production line or a
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1Note that TF is different from coalition formation in terms of
its focus on inter-agent interactions and non-selfish agents.

firefighter may secure a building first before sending in a
medic. In this paper, we consider how such directed inter-
actions between agents can be valued and considered in the
prediction of team performance.

Against this background, we propose a novel approach to
forming teams using patterns that appear in a network of
interactions between agents. We then validate and evaluate
our approach by applying our models and algorithms to a
real-world team formation problem presented by the domain
of football (soccer). We show that our teamwork-focused
model outperforms other player-focused approaches at pre-
dicting the teams that would be chosen by human-expert
managers across 64 games from the 2018 FIFA World Cup.
We also show that our model is better at predicting the per-
formance of teams from real-world data. Thus, this paper
advances the state of the art in the following ways:

1. We propose a novel approach to team formation based on
the value of inter-agent interactions. Specifically, we pro-
pose a model of teamwork that considers the outcomes of
the chains of such interactions.

2. Based on our model, we propose a number of network
metrics to capture the contributions of individuals and
sets of agents.

3. We show how the value of teamwork can be learnt from
data and then applied to the prediction of team perfor-
mance.

When taken together, our results establish the first bench-
marks for team formation based on the learnt value of team-
work. Furthermore, our work opens up a new area of re-
search into the use of teamwork-based models to understand
how human teams work.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2
we review the literature, while Section 3 defines the network
model and the optimisation problem. Section 4 discusses the
application of our model to football to test and validate and
Section 5 provides the detail of methods that we use to apply
the model to the problems posed by football. We perform a
number of Experiments on our model in Section 6 and dis-
cuss our findings in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes.
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2 Related Work

There are examples in multi-agent systems literature which
form teams using analysis of agents within a network. Gat-
son and DesJardins (2005), propose several strategies for
agent-organised networks and evaluate their effectiveness
for increasing organisational performance. The same au-
thors also present an agent-based computational model of
team formation, and analyse the theoretical performance
of team formation in two simple classes of networks -
ring and star topologies (Gaston and DesJardins 2008).
Recently, (Bistaffa et al. 2017b) proposed a cooperative
game-theoretic approach to deal with the problem of so-
cial ridesharing. They first formed a social network repre-
sentation of a set of commuters, then proposed a model to
form the coalition and arrange one-time rides at short notice.
The authors model their problem as a Graph-Constrained
Coalition Formation (GCCF) (Bistaffa et al. 2017a). Their
model is based on two principles, first they solve the op-
timisation problem for making coalitions while minimising
the cost of the overall system. The set of feasible coalitions
in their model is restricted by a graph (i.e., the social net-
work). Secondly, they address the payment allocation aspect
of ridesharing.

Farinelli et al. (2004) survey the work that has been com-
pleted on the ability of the robots cooperation and coordina-
tion. There has also been work exploring how “ties” in social
networks affect teamwork and the roles within teams, shown
in (Balkundi and Kilduff 2006; Zhong et al. 2012). However,
ties only address the closeness of agents within a social net-
work, whereas we focus on how the frequency and success
of interactions within a team impact the performance and
outcomes.

To our knowledge, none of the discussed approaches have
looked at directed interactions between team members and
how chains of interactions lead to different team outcome
events. More importantly, these approaches have only been
validated on synthetic data. Instead, our work is validated on
granular data about team performance in real-world games
involving teams of humans.

3 The Team Formation Model

Our TF model is based on our observations of many real-
world team-based systems, such as football teams or teams
of emergency responders, as follows:

• Many teams operate through directed (one-to-one, one-to-
many, or many-to-many) interactions. For example, in a
football team, a player would pass a ball to another. How-
ever, team members will not always interact equally with
every other team member. In this paper, as a first step, we
will focus on one-to-one interactions. Indeed, we show
that such a setup gives rise to complex interactions that
pose difficult computational challenges.2

• Team members may have different roles and abilities to
perform tasks. For example, emergency response teams
will have members with different skill sets, equipment,

2We will consider more complex forms of interactions in future
work.

and training. In a football team, each player will have a
position on the pitch and specific abilities.

• Team actions can have multiple consequences. In the sim-
plest case, they may have binary outcomes (succeed in
achieving a mission or failing to do so). In many cases,
however, team success is more nuanced (e.g. the achieve-
ment of a sub-ideal goal).

• Team formation typically involves picking a subset of
agents that work well together, using some metric of effi-
ciency. For example, emergency responders will choose a
subset of available partners that are most fitting to the task
or have the right skills. Similarly, a football manager will
pick the best team (measured by their likelihood to win a
match) of 11 players out of a squad of 23.

As can be seen, choosing the optimal team can be a dif-
ficult task given the complexity of the roles and relation-
ships among team members as well as the environment they
evolve in. In what follows, we formally define the key con-
structs of our teamwork model and devise multiple network-
based metrics over which the value of teamwork can be
learnt and used to predict the performance of different teams.

3.1 Basic Definitions

We define the set of n agents as A = {a1, a2, . . . , an}.
Agents can interact with each other to achieve some over-
arching goals. We consider such interactions to be directed
(e.g., a UAV allocating a task to another UAV or a player
passing a ball to another player in a football team). We de-
fine the set of interactions I as a set of ordered pairs (ay, az),
where ay initiates the interaction towards az . The same pair
of agents may engage in such interactions multiple times,
and hence I is effectively a multi-set of interactions.

Agents’ interactions are constrained by a directed graph
representing potential roles and relationships between the
agents. In the general case, all nodes in the graph will have
at least two directed edges (one outgoing, and one incom-
ing) between them and another agent. We denote this graph
as G = (A, I, w(.)) with agents |A| as vertices and edges
I representing relationships between pairs of agents. The
weight on each edge is the number of directed interactions
from the set I between pairs of agents. For example, for each
edge i ∈ I, the weight of i, w(i) is defined as the number of
times the edge i = (ax, ay) appears in the multi-set I (the
multiplicity of i in I). Formally, w(i) =

∑
s∈I 1{i}(s). This

is an iteration over all elements of I and if i = s a value of 1
is added (equivalently, if i ∈ I) and 0 otherwise. We build on
these definitions to model how interactions between agents
result in specific events.

3.2 Modelling Chains of Interactions

In many situations, agents will interact sequentially with
each other (i.e., agent ax interacts with ay who in turn in-
teracts with az). In this paper, we only consider the cases
where an agent interacts with one other agent at a time.3 To

3We will consider cases where this assumption does not apply
in future work. For example a ship may deploy many sub-ships
who have all been allocated the same task to complete.
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this end, we define a walk in the graph G as a sequence of
interactions over the edges of the graph. Formally, a walk
P of length l in the graph G from vertex ay to vertex az
is a sequence [ax, ay, . . . , az] where l = |[ax, ay, . . . , az]|.
An example of a walk P is described for football in Sec-
tion 4.2 and this is shown in Figure 2. Another example of
a walk in a real-world application would be the movement
of a data-packet through a mesh network where the packet
moves from router to router until it reaches the destination.

A walk leads to an event of a specific type. For ex-
ample, a data packet being used to complete a file down-
load, or a football player scoring a goal at the end of a
sequence of passes. There may be many different event
types. Formally, the set of possible events E is defined as
E = {e1, e2, . . . , ek} where eκ is the event and k is the num-
ber of possible events from the walk.

Each of the possible events eκ may have a different impact
on the environment, therefore affecting the overall perfor-
mance of the team. Thus, for each e ∈ E , the value function
α : E → [0, 1] determines an associated value. For example,
in a game of football if the event eκ is a “goal” event, this
has a bigger impact on the overall outcome of the game and
team performance in comparison to if eκ is a “loss of pos-
session” event . Another example could be walks leading to
a “person saved” event, in an emergency response setting,
having greater impact than walks not leading to such events.
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Figure 1: An example of 4 walks through a sample graph
of 11 agents for an event ek. The directed edge between
two vertex represents the interaction between them and each
highlighted colour represents a walk.

Note that each walk originates from one agent and in-
volves chains of directed interactions between pairs of
agents, resulting in an event. Hence, we next propose meth-
ods to extract the contribution of each agent as well as sets
of agents to these individual events.

3.3 Extracting the Value of Teamwork

Walks P and associated events E can be used to infer the
value of agents and sub-sets of agents within the team. We
propose three metrics to value the contribution of individual
agents and sets of agents as follows:

• Centrality: vcent : A → Z refers to the sum of the weight
of edges incident (incoming and outgoing) to ai. This
measures the influence of agent ai in the network.

• Distance from event: vdist : A → Z defines the average
distance of agent ai for each event. This represents the
influence of agent ai on an event.

• Walk frequency: vfreq : 2A → Z refers to the number
of times an agent ai or a subset of agents appears in all
walks. This represents the influence of an agent in the
team.

It is important to note that these metrics attempt to sum-
marise team performance in different ways, each with a dif-
ferent degree of information loss. Using centrality results in
the most loss of information as it ignores whom the interac-
tions are made with. Using distance from the event (i.e., last
node in a walk) better associates agents to events but also
ignores the specific interactions that result in such events.
Finally, walk frequency considers all pairwise interactions
that lead to specific events, and as we show later, is more
representative of teamwork and can be used to predict the
performance of teams more effectively.

Now, for each event, we will have different values for
each metric for each agent or sets of agents (as for walk
frequency). However, each event has a different impact on
team performance (e.g., goals lead to a win, loss of posses-
sion likely to lead to a loss, person saved leads to success-
ful rescue mission), and to determine the contribution of an
agent or subset of agents to team performance, we need to
learn the impact each metric has on the team’s performance.
We assume that each event is independent4 and therefore use
a weighted sum of the values for each of the possible events.
This is shown in Equation 1.

vm(ai) =

K∑
k=1

αkvm(ai|ek) (1)

where, vm(ai) is the value of ai using the metric m, K is
the number of possible events, αk is the weight of the event
ek (which is learned from the data) and vm(ai|ek) is the
value of ai given the event ek. We next expand on the above
metrics in the following sub-sections.

Network Centrality Here we value an agent ai based on
it’s centrality in the network. This value is equal to the sum
of the weights of the edges incident to node ai (both incom-
ing and outgoing edges). For example, in the graph shown
in Figure 1, vcent(a9|ek) = w8 + w9 + w10. Equation 2

4In reality, some events may not be entirely independent and
therefore, more complex summarisation functions would need to be
used. But as we show in this paper, the assumption of independence
does hold when it comes to predicting team performance.
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shows the value calculation using the centrality metric for
any agent ai for the given event eκ:

vcent(ai|eκ) =
∑

aj∈Adj (ai)

w(ai, aj) + w(aj , ai) (2)

Distance From Event Given a set of events E =
{e1, e2, . . . , ek} and all the possible walks in graph G. The
value for an agent ai for any event eκ ∈ E is defined as
the average of the shortest path length of agent ai from the
event ei for each walk where the agent ai is present. The
distance from the event of an agent ai is the number of
agents following ai in a walk. For example, in Figure 1 in
the walk [a4, a9, a5] the distance from event for a9 is 2 and
in the walk [a7, a3, a7, a3, a11, a9] this distance for a9 is 1.
Hence, the average distance of agent a9 from the event is
(1 + 2)/2 = 1.5.

Walk Frequency The walk frequency of an ordered set of
agents A′ = [ax, ay, ..., az] based on the walk frequency is
the number of times the agent A′ appears in all the walks
in G. For example, in Figure 1, suppose the walk [a4, a9, a5]
appears three times, the walk [a7, a3, a7, a3, a11, a9] appears
four times, the walk [a3, a10, a8] appears twice and the walk
[a1, a6, a2, a3] appears once. In this case the value of A′ =
[a9] will be vfreq(A

′|ek) = 3 + 4 = 7. The same reasoning
can be applied to subsets of agents.

We can compute such a metric for all sub-walks of a walk
(i.e., subsets of a walk). Given a walk P of length l, the num-
ber of sub-walks of length j constructed from the walk P is
calculated by picking the consecutive j + 1 vertices in the
walk P . The total number of sub-walks of a walk of length
l is

∑l−1
j=1(l − j + 1) and extracting such sub-walks from

each walk is relatively straightforward. As we show later in
the paper (see Section 3.5), we focus on sub-walks involving
pairs of agents as combine such pairs in a combinatorial op-
timisation algorithm to consider chains of interactions. We
next describe how we will learn the weights of events αk to
compute Equation 1.

3.4 Learning Event Weights From Data

To learn the set of weights D, which correspond to the im-
pact of the possible walk events E , we use a Logistic Re-
gression algorithm (Hosmer Jr, Lemeshow, and Sturdivant
2013). This allows us to extract the coefficient weights of
each of the input features i.e., the weight ακ (which corre-
sponds to an event ei) which is used to calculate the final
value vm(ai) for each agent or sub-team of agents.

Hence, for an outcome y (e.g., a team wins a match, a
political party wins an election), the probability that an agent
ai contributes to this outcome is dependent on the individual
events (eκ) to which an agent contributes, as captured by
the metrics computed in the previous section. This can be
summarised as per the linear combination in Equation 3.

p(y|ai) = α0 + α1vm(ai|e1) + ...+ αkvm(ai|ek) (3)

The result of running the logistic regression algorithm is the
set of weights ακ∀eκ ∈ E . Given this, we can now compute
efficient teams according to the learnt measures.

3.5 Forming Efficient Teams

We use two methods to form efficient teams using values cal-
culated in the previous section. Firstly, we form teams based
on the values of singleton agents. Secondly, we form teams
based on the value of agent pairs p, so that teams are formed
between agents who communicate and work well together.

Agent-Centred Approach To form the efficient team
based on singleton agents, we use the values v(ai) for each
agent ai. Given constraints on the number of agents to be
picked overall and the number of agents per role allowed
in the team (see Section 5.2), this results in a combinatorial
optimisation problem that is solved using standard mixed-
integer programming (MIP) techniques. Similar methods are
also used in (Pochet and Wolsey 2006; Fitzpatrick and Askin
2005; Matthews, Ramchurn, and Chalkiadakis 2012). Here
we can use all the above metrics m (i.e., centrality, distance
from event, and walk frequency).

Team-Centred Approach Here we consider how the team
works effectively and hence only consider the walk fre-
quency metric. Specifically, we reconstruct the value of
teamwork based on two core concepts which we call the
strength of teamwork and interactional alignment which we
describe as follows.

• Strength of Teamwork: This is based on the contribution
of the pairwise interactions, which in this case is shown by
a high frequency of directed successful interactions be-
tween the agents. We calculate this in Section 3.3.

• Interactional Alignment: This is the measure of the
strength of teamwork between overlapping pairs within
the selected team. This values the strength of teamwork
that the selected agents in a pair will bring when paired
with other selected agents in the team. This helps us avoid
selecting pairs of agents which have a strong value be-
tween themselves but are weak when combined with the
rest of the team. We calculate this using Equation 5.

We combine these two measures to maximise the values of
the selected pairs (pi) while also maximising the value of the
pairs that they overlap with in the selected team as a whole.
Specifically, we propose an MIP defined by Equation 4. In
more detail, the output of the MIP is a team of N agents
formed by evaluating pairs of agents from the set O ⊂ 2A
where for each p ∈ O, p ⊂ A, |p| = 2. We use two types
of binary decision variables xi, zj{0, 1} for pair i and agent
j respectively. Variable xi denotes whether a pair of agents
is selected and zj whether an agent is selected. The objec-
tive function maximises the sum of V (pi) (the value for pi
using the agent pair values we have calculated) and V ′(pi)
which represents the interactional alignment (the value of
pair pi calculated by Equation 5). This value is weighted
by β which can be learnt from the data. The first constraint
ensures that individual agents can be selected, even if they
are in pairs that are not selected. The agent decision vari-
ables zμ and zλ represent the two agents in a given pair
pi = {aμ, aλ}. The second constraint ensures that only N
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agents are selected from all agents ‖A‖ available.

maximise
|O|∑
i=1

(
V (pi) · xi + βV ′(pi) · xi

)

subject to zμ ≥ xi, zλ ≥ xi, ∀pi = {aμ, aλ}
|A|∑
j=1

zj = N

(4)

V ′(.) is defined by Equation 5 as the sum of all pair values
where there is an overlap with pair pi. By maximising the
interactional alignment, this allows us to increase the strong
links between pairs while decreasing the weak links.

V ′(pi) =
|O|∑
k=1

(
V (pk) · xk

)
{pi∩pk,k �=i}

(5)

The generic solution presented in Equation 4 could also
be expanded to consider the notion of roles within the team
structure. An example of this would include the formation of
a team in football where only one goalkeeper can be selected
and the rest of the players are selected with different tactical
roles (as we see later in Section 5.2). Similarly, within the
emergency response domain we may need to form a team
made up with specialists in different areas (e.g., paramedic
and fire service). If roles are an important element to the
team formation problem, we add extra constraints to our
MIP formulation this is shown in Section 5.2.

4 Model Application

To validate the models defined in Section 3 we apply our
techniques to the problem of team formation in football. In
this section, we first give a background of the related work
in football team formation and we then highlight how this
relates to our model.

4.1 Football Related Work

Boon and Sierksma (2003) discuss the design of optimal
teams and calculates the value-added from new team mem-
bers. Following on from this, (Vilar et al. 2013) look to un-
derstand how players’ and teams’ strategies result in suc-
cessful and unsuccessful relationships between teammates
and opponents in the area of play. There have also been ap-
plications to form optimal teams for fantasy football using
an MIP and performance predictions in (Matthews, Ram-
churn, and Chalkiadakis 2012). Our models differ from the
previous work as we model the team as a weighted-directed
network of agents and value players based on their influence
on the team and the teamwork between players. We then
form teams using a novel algorithm with MIP techniques.

4.2 Football Application to The Model

In football, a manager/coach selects a team of 11 players
from a squad of 23. The objective is to select a team with the
highest chance of winning a game. Against this background,
we define the squad of players as our set of agents A, the
interactions I are the passes between the players in earlier

games, and the graph G represents the network of passes be-
tween all the players in the squad. The walk P is a passage
of play for the team which is made up from several passes.
In football, a passage of play is ended by some event (e.g.,
tackle, shot, goal, miss and ball out of play). We characterise
events into 4 possible outcomes, E = {e1, e2, e3, e4}, where
e1 is a Goal, e2 a shot on-target, e3 a shot off-target and e4 is
a loss of possession. We then learn the weights αi for each
outcome. In this case we assume α1 > α2 > α3 > α4. Us-
ing the model discussed in the last section we calculate the
value of each player v(ai) and form an optimal team based
on the values considering the specific positional constraints
of a football team. An example of a walk is shown in Figure
2 where the red arrows represent the passes between players
and the blue arrow represents the outcome of the walk which
in this case was a shot on target.

There are some positional constraints that are specific to
football, making it more complex than the model we defined
in Section 3.5. Each team in a game of football must have
1 goalkeeper and 10 outfield players which are formed from
defenders, midfielders and strikers. In most positional for-
mations in football, there are between 3-5 defenders, 3-5
midfielders and 1-3 strikers. An example formation is 4-4-
2 which is 4 defenders, 4 midfielders and 2 strikers.

Figure 2: Example of a Walk in Football

5 Forming Efficient Football Teams

In this section, we describe the techniques that we use to
solve our model and form efficient teams.

5.1 Calculating Player Values

To calculate the values of the players in the network, we
first create the weighted graph that we need for our model.
We do this using the walks (patterns of play) which hap-
pen in a game. We can then calculate their values for each
of the possible walk events using each of the metrics de-
fined in Section 3. The possible walk events we use are: a
goal, a shot on target, a shot off target and a lost possession.
Firstly, we do this for singleton players so that we have val-
ues based on their centrality, walk frequency and distance
from the outcome. We then value the player pairs based on
their frequency in the network. This gives us the values for
both players and pairs from each match which we can then
use to learn the impact weights of the outcomes.

Learning The Outcome Weights To calculate the
weights of the walk events we use logistic regression as dis-
cussed in Section 3.4. Using the values for the players/pairs
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for each walk event in each game we use the match outcome
(team win, loss or draw) as the y value in our logistic regres-
sion formula. This means that we train the model to calculate
the weights based on what impact it will have on the match
outcome and, therefore, the overall team performance. The
final value for the players/pairs will then be a weighted sum
(defined in Equation 1) which uses these learned weights
and will inform the team formation process.

5.2 Team Formation

We describe the two methods we take to form teams using
both the singleton player values and the pair values.

Singleton Agents The first method uses the values of
singleton players calculated using the centrality, walk fre-
quency and distance from outcome (as discussed in Section
3). We use these values alongside constraints over players’
positions to form the optimal team. The approach we use to
solve this is an edited version of the MIP approach shown in
Equation 6. Where we maximise ΣO

i=1(V (ai)·zn) and do not
consider the pair decision variable xi. The other constraints
remain the same.

Agent Pairs Using the values of the player pairs we form
teams using the MIP formula presented in Equation 6 (this is
a refinement of Equation 4). When forming teams we ensure
that all the pairs of players are part of the same squad and
can be selected together. We also consider the positions of
the players so that we pick a team in a reasonable positional
formation. This is represented by position range constraints.

maximise Σ
|O|
i=1(V (pi) · xi + βV ′(pi) · xi)

subject to Σ
|A|
n=1(zn) = 11

zμ ≥ xi, zλ ≥ xi, ∀pi = {aμ, aλ}
Σ

|A|
n=1(gkn · zn) = 1

3 ≤ Σ
|A|
n=1(def n · zn) ≤ 5

3 ≤ Σ
|A|
n=1(midn · zn) ≤ 5

1 ≤ Σ
|A|
n=1(strn · zn) ≤ 3

(6)

where a binary decision variable xi represents the selected
pairs (pi = {aμ, aλ}) and zn represents whether a player is
picked or not. There is then a number of binary sets for each
position (gk, def , mid and str) containing if a player plays
in the corresponding position or not and we aim to maximise
the pair values V and V ′ in the selected team; β is set to 0.05.

6 Evaluation

To evaluate our models we use a dataset collected from the
2018 FIFA World Cup.5 The dataset breaks down the 64
games from the tournament into an event-by-event analy-
sis where each event gives different metrics including: event
type (e.g., pass, shot, tackle etc.), the pitch coordinates of the
event and the event outcome. This type of dataset is industry-
leading in football and used by top professional teams. Thus,
we believe that this is a good, real-world, dataset with the

5All data provided by StatsBomb - www.statsbomb.com.

richness and challenge appropriate to rigorously assess the
value of our model. To learn the model weights, we use a
10-fold cross-validation approach, splitting the dataset ran-
domly into 70% training and 30% test.

6.1 Experiment 1: Performance Comparison to
Human Formed Teams

We evaluate our model using all games from the 2018 FIFA
World Cup and compare both the singleton approach and the
pairs approach with the teams selected by the human-expert
manager (focusing on both the starting 11 players and the
11 players who finish the game after substitutes). The results
are presented in Figure 3 (where error bars represent a 95%
confidence interval). The approaches used to form teams are:

• Model 1: Player values calculated using the centrality and
team formed using an MIP.

• Model 2: Player values calculated using the walk fre-
quency and team formed using an MIP.

• Model 3: Player values calculated using the distance from
an event and team formed using an MIP.

• Model 4: Pair values are calculated and Equation 6 is used
to form the team.
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Figure 3: Average Difference Between Model and Real-
World Human Manager Selections (where lower is better).

This shows that the pair values optimisation method gives
the closest teams to the human experts on average with a
difference of 2.3 per game for the starting team. This sug-
gests that the human managers (either consciously or sub-
consciously) consider the ability of players in the team to
work together as the other methods only consider individual
player values. At an average of 2.3, this could give managers
suggestions of how changes could be made to the team that
may give a better chance of winning the game.

6.2 Experiment 2: Outcome Prediction
Comparison

We see that in Figure 4 there is a positive correlation (p-
value = 0.001, r-value = 0.97) between the teamwork val-
ues and the number of goals scored by the teams and we
see similar results for the correlation of the team value for
other metrics. Hence, to evaluate the strength of our meth-
ods, we use the valuations as a predictor of the actual real-
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world performance of the selected teams. We focus on match
outcomes and other team performance metrics.
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Figure 4: Correlation between team pair values and goals.

In Figure 5 and Table 1 we evaluate performance using a
random forest approach to predict the team metrics (differ-
ent to those in 4.2). These suggest that the teamwork metric
is a more accurate predictor of performance than individual
player values, meaning that the teams with higher valued
pairs are more likely to win the game and have better per-
formance indicators. This is especially true when we predict
the number of passes that a team will make in a game as this
metric shows the strongest predictor when using the team-
work values and is a 46% increase on any other approach.
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Figure 5: Accuracy of Valuation Methods For Outcome Pre-
dictions (Model 4 is the pairs value valuation).

Model # 1 2 3 4

Shots 4.33 4.52 4.33 3.74

Goals For 1.00 1.11 1.01 0.87

Goals Against 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.06

Passes 105.69 93.19 101.71 57.07

Table 1: Valuation Model Root Mean Squared Errors for Per-
formance Prediction (where lower is better).

7 Discussion

We apply our model using the problems posed by football.
However, there are many other domains where our models
could be applied. The reason we have focused on football in
this paper is that it presents a rich dataset that we can use to
validate our model. There are also clear directed interactions

between players within a game of football (in the forms of
passes) which allow us to form the networks to apply the
proposed models.

We focus on forming teams based on singleton agent val-
ues and agent pair values. In further work, this could be
extended to look at larger sub-team values and form teams
based on those. However, we decided to focus on using the
pair values to show the teamwork so that we can easily iden-
tify the pairs of agents that have a strong impact on team
performance and the outcomes. This also allows us to cal-
culate the interactional alignment of the pair so we can see
how the selected agents will affect the rest of the team and
therefore the overall teamwork of all agents.

We choose to test our team formation methods by compar-
ing the outputs to that of a human-expert team manager who
selects the real-world team. Our results show that our model
can form teams which are similar to the selections of human-
experts and, that we can suggest a small number of changes
that could improve the team. This comparison also suggests
that human-experts consider the teamwork between players
when selecting their teams (this may be subconsciously).

Building on our models, in further work we would evalu-
ate the performance of larger sub-team performance rather
than singleton agents and pairs. We would further evalu-
ate the predictions of match-outcomes, based on our team-
valuations of a starting 11 team, against other match-
outcome prediction approaches such as (Dixon and Coles
1997; Constantinou, Fenton, and Neil 2012). We would also
extend the models to address how the team formation could
be improved by factoring in an opposition team (in games
such as football this can have a significant difference to how
a team is formed). Our results also suggest that this model
could be applicable across many domains and, given a high-
quality dataset, we could further validate the model perfor-
mance to see if similar results are found (e.g., in emergency
response or data transfers).

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we describe a novel approach to team for-
mation based on directed interactions between agents. Our
model of teamwork considers event outcomes of the chains
of interactions shown as walks within graphs. We defined
and tested multiple network metrics to value the contribution
of agents and sets of agents and show how the value of team-
work (including interactional alignment) can be learnt from
data and then applied to predict the performance of teams.
We tested and validated our models of valuing agents and
forming teams by applying our models to problems posed
by football and using data from the 2018 FIFA World Cup.
We showed that our model is can produce similar team selec-
tions to an international level human-expert manager while
also being suggesting changes to the team. We also showed
how our valuation methods are an effective predictor of the
key team performance metrics in football.
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